The Intelligence Community's Advanced Research and Development Activity (ARDA) recently issued 17 contracts for innovative, creative, and high-risk research to advance the state-of-the-art in technologies and methods for supporting the intelligence analyst in discovering "novel intelligence from massive data" (NIMD). An important feature of this initiative is the role it gave to cognitive factors. The Call-forParticipation said, "Thus, NIMD is about human interaction with information in a way that permits intelligence analysts to spot the telltale signs of strategic surprise in massive data sources -building tools that capitalize on human strengths and compensate for human weaknesses to enhance and extend analytic capabilities." This symposium will provide a brief overview of NIMD as well as project reports from four of the teams that won NIMD contracts. While the approaches and projects are diverse, all attempt to bring an understanding of cognitive factors and quantitative approaches to bear on improving the intelligence analyst's success at extracting hidden patterns from massive databases.
The intelligence analyst's (IA) job in sifting through mounds of information looking for clues as to an enemy's (e.g., a terrorist's) intent, means, and target is difficult, interesting, and important. It is difficult because it requires uncovering patterns of actions by an intelligent adversary who is taking extreme precautions to keep their actions hidden. It is interesting to cognitive scientists because the cognitive and environmental forces that shape the IA's search differ from other, better-studied forms of cognitive activity. It is interesting to artificial intelligence (AI) researchers because the IA's search can be facilitated by artificial intelligent agents. Finally, whatever the nature of warfare, inferring the intent, means, and target of enemy agents is an important job that is important to do well.
Missing from the above paragraph is any mention of interest in the IA's job from the Human Factors Community. A decade ago, such an omission might have seemed to be justified. The sorts of cognitive factors involved in engineering the IA's task environment would have been considered long-term research projects, to be undertaken by academics in university laboratories. Perhaps other fields, such as AI, could contribute to small advances in these areas, but for the most part, such issues were considered the realm of basic research, not human factors practice.
While it is arguable whether the reality of this observation was ever true, the perception it embodies is clearly changing. As documented in a recent special section of the Human Factors journal (Byrne & Gray, in press ), there is a new movement in the human factors community towards the development of engineering style approaches appropriate for problems in human factors. This movement has been centered on quantitative models.
As pointed out by the editors of the special section:
In many engineering domains (including many human factors areas), the space of design possibilities is too large to allow empirical assessment of it all. Some winnowing of the space is accomplished through guidelines and intuition, but . . . in many engineering areas, design guidance and evaluation rely on quantitative modeling, and modeling practices have become codified enough that software tools to support such modeling are widely available.
Whereas human factors is not as developed in this regard as other engineering fields, such guidance is beginning to emerge and, as the papers and talks in this symposium show, are being applied to practice.
The symposium was chaired by Dr. Lucy Nowell, manager of the NIMD program, who began the session by presenting a brief overview of NIMD. Talks followed by representatives of four of the 17 projects.
Gray, Schoelles, Bringsjord, Burrows, and Colder represented the Sage project. Sage is an attempt to build a scaled world for IAs that can be used to develop a prototype of an integrated task environment for IAs. An important feature of Sage is its use of computational cognitive modeling in the form of simulated Cyborgs (simBorgs) to provide rapid and thorough usability testing and evaluation of alternative sets of tools and interfaces.
Whitaker and Simpson have undertaken an analysis of the search strategies used by analysts. Their goal is to design and prototype a software tool for IAs that applies case-based reasoning or other advanced reasoning techniques to help analysts perform knowledge discovery.
Thurman, Cowell, and Badalamente are responsible for engineering an innovative interface to an innovative and experimental system, KANI. Analysts will use KANI to construct and manipulate explicit models of the situations, events, actions, and scenarios
that they analyze and hypothesize during an analysis task. The challenge that Thurman and associates have agreed to tackle is the engineering of a humaninformation dialog that creates and supports a visual conversation between the analyst and KANI.
Santos, Nguyen, Zhao, and Wang are the University of Connecticut part of the Omniseer project. Omniseer attempts to preprocess knowledge for the IA to make it more useful in the analysis process. Santos and colleagues are attempting to use Baysian Knowledge Bases to construct user models of IAs' interests, preferences, and context as these change over time. The user models mediate between the analyst and the components built by the other members of the Omniseer project to ensure that the most needed and timely information is always available to the analyst.
As this brief survey shows, the four talks presented at HFES2003 are the cognitive factors tip of the iceberg of larger projects. What is not apparent from this survey are the large number of cognitive factors being tackled by members of other NIMD teams. This symposium was an early progress report on this important national initiative. We expect, in future conferences, to provide updates on this initiative from these and other NIMD projects. Then, as in this symposium, the updates will focus on the contributions of human factors to these projects and the increasingly important role that the development of engineering style approaches are making to human factors practice.
